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that the huge impact of these funds burst upon the shores of dermatology
in the early ‘70s, requiring major changes in the organization of the
national and regional meetings of investigative dermatology. These
changes, of course, were also necessitated by the joining of European and
Japanese investigative groups in the presentations of the Society. The
work now presented by investigators in cutaneous biology is superior to
many sub-specialties in medical biology and, as far as I can determine,
second to none. Those of us who started in dermatology in the 1940s can
appreciate fully the gargantuan progress that has uplifted our specialty
from rather humble beginnings to elegant superiority. The JID has
witnessed and revealed this fomentation of ideas in cutaneous biology
and continues to be the major organ for their dissemination.
When I started as Editor in 1967, there had been no specific limit put
on the tenure of the editors of the Journal. In the previous 30 years there
had been only two editors for the Journal. It seemed to me that after two
to three years in the job, one’s enthusiasm tended to wane and ideas for
managing the Journal were already in place. In my case, I had then no
new revelations about changes that should be forthcoming. This meant a
custodial position which a good editor should not accept or be
encouraged to continue. Also the long editorships that I had observed
in other journals did not seem to me to have led to the best interests of
their contributors or readers. The Board of Directors agreed to find a new
editor at the end of my five years of service, and the five-year term for
each editor has been in effect since then. There are many arguments to
support both sides of the concept for a short- or long-time editorship, but
I still think that a limit of five years for the editorial office is a good rule
to follow.
All humans maintain a strong faith in something, be it craftsmanship,
art, formal religion, agnosticism, mysticism, astrology or other ‘ships
or ‘isms, but the true faith of the scientist is in truth as it is revealed
by scientific methods. Honesty, logic, intellectual challenge of ideas,
repeatable methods, rational conclusions, reproducibility of initial
observations, predictions from past experiments that turn future chaos into
well-ordered expectations are a few of the aspects of the scientific method.
It is a faith and must be protected from illogic, charlatans, dishonesty,
and other common ills of mankind if true progress is to be made in
unraveling the monstrous voids of the unknown. A scientific editor
worthy of the name must hold fast and act in the faith of these beliefs.
A Journal for Two Societies: SID and ESDR
Irwin M. Freedberg, M.D. (1972–1977)
These are the days when birds come back,
A very few, a bird or two,
To take a backward look.
Emily Dickinson
One of the most important choices made by others regarding my
professional career was the decision made by the members of the committee
charged with the responsibility of identifiying a new Editor of The Journal of
Investigative Dermatology to succeed Richard Stoughton. At the time it was
made, it probably was the most important. I am certain their decision
influenced three subsequent committees whose conclusions may have been
very different if I had not been offered the opportunity to serve as the fourth
Editor of our Journal. The three decisions which followed were made by a
professorial tenure committee at Harvard and by search committees at Johns
Hopkins and New York University. My service as JID Editor was really the
first major opportunity in which I had to prove my abilities on more than a
local level—without that first opportunity, the others may not have
followed. I shall always be grateful to those who made the choice in 1971.
When the Journal files arrived in Boston from San Diego at the end of
June, 1972, they were in very different condition than the files which
recently have moved from Boston to Denver (after an intervening sojourn in
Chicago). At that time, they were close to empty of acceptable, unpublished
manuscripts and, as a consequence, we published some very thin issues
during our first year of responsibility. The we is not an editorial ‘‘we’’ but a
realistic ‘‘we,’’ for I shared the responsibility for the Journal during my entire
tenure. The Editorial Board and reviewers were extremely helpful, but the
largest burden was borne by Pat Novak, a unique, dedicated, talented
editor who recently completed her second term in the JID office. Pat served
as Editorial Associate during Howard Baden’s tenure as well.
Pat and I realized quickly that we could not survive if we were to
publish just a front cover and a back cover with nothing between them.
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However, there was more than one afternoon when we looked at our
master schedule for the date when manuscripts were due at the publisher in
Baltimore and wondered whether we would have any acceptable material
to send south. Those of you who remember the Journal from that era will
recall that it was published in a smaller format, 710 inches rather than
the current 8 11 inches, which meant we did not need as much material
to fill up a page. Yet in both November and December of 1972 we
published just over 40 pages of text per issue because we did not have any
more papers of high enough quality. As a frame of reference, the Journal
currently contains 80–100 pages of text per issue.
Although we had to deal for a short time with thin issues, in 1972 (as
in 1989) the Journal was the preeminent publication in the area of skin
research. The type of material published then was different, for in 1972
we were not dealing with the molecular biology and complex
immunologic interactions of today. The papers were based largely on
morphology and biochemistry. What has occurred over the past 15 years
is significant growth in the size and influence of the dermatologic
research community, and major progress in the sophistication of the
research being undertaken by those who contribute to the JID.
There were a number of other problems we faced during 1972 and
1973, in addition to the thin issues. Although they do not seem to be as
crucial now when I look back upon them as they did when we dealt with
them directly, each had a major influence on the Journal during that period.
One of the early decisions the Editorial Board had to make related to a
change in format of the Journal. From 1938 until December, 1972, the
Table of Contents was on the front cover, and the back cover was the
home of the ‘‘Westwood Girl’’—usually a beautiful woman, well-
covered with Alpha Keri and little else. I remember one of the scientists in
the Department of Dermatology at Harvard telling me how careful he
had to be on his train commute home in the evening when he read the
JID. He felt compelled to keep the back cover ‘‘covered,’’ so that his
associates on the train would not assume he was reading pornographic
literature. Since one of our major goals was to draw attention to the
scientific excellence of the Journal, we decided to unclutter the front
cover and move the Table of Contents to the back cover. We trusted that
even without the lady on the back, we would retain the Westwood
advertising and support which has always been so important to our
specialty. We were successful, thanks to the understanding of those
responsible at Westwood.
Since so much was being changed, we decided to pick a new color
for the Journal as well. Pat Novak and I spent a very pleasant fall
afternoon in the ‘‘New Journals’’ area of Courtway Library at Harvard,
walking up and down the display shelves in order to decide which
journal color was the most ‘‘seductive.’’ We wanted potential readers to
notice the Journal and pick it up. Although I was accused throughout my
tenure of picking Harvard Crimson, that truly never entered into our
decision—at least consciously. The red cover on the Journal appeared in
January, 1973, and that coat wore quite well, lasting until 1986 when the
publisher and cover of the Journal were changed.
During my years as editor, Williams & Wilkins was the publisher of
the Journal, and at the beginning of my tenure Mr. William Passano,
Chief Executive Officer of the company, was the person at Williams &
Wilkins specifically responsible for the JID. Bill Passano was involved
intimately with the Journal from its earliest days, and our survival and
ultimate great success can be traced back, in large part, to his help in the
50 s and 60 s. However, by the 1970 s, Bill Passano suffered from the
problem that many of us hit at some time in our lives—he was over-
committed. He was worrying about his entire company and just did not
have sufficient time left for our problems. The medical publishing
industry itself was changing rapidly at that time, for their technology was
moving from hand-set lead type to automated publishing. The transition
at the Williams & Wilkins printing plant in Easton, Maryland (a delightful
town on the Eastern shore) was not at all smooth, and there were times
during 1973 when the Journal appeared two months late. An issue dated
March appeared in someone’s laboratory mail at the end of May. If that
happened today (which it will not, I am sure), we could blame the
executives of the postal service, but they were not responsible then, nor
were Pat Novak or I. We met all of our deadlines, but I still had lots of
explaining to do to angry authors and irate subscribers. The problem was
solved when Bill Passano turned the responsibility for the JID over to
another editor at Williams & Wilkins. Andrea Albrecht made certain that
late delivery problems did not return.
Soon, however, the delays were replaced with another problem also
related to the activities of Bill Passano. He was the leader of a legal battle
which the publishing industry picked with medical libraries regarding the
right to photocopy material. The leaders of the publishing industry
perceived that the availability of high-quality, rapid photocopying would
lead to a decrease in the circulation of their journals and, consequently, a
decrease in revenues. For that reason, in 1968 the Williams & Wilkins
Company brought a suit against the Federal Government alleging that
uncompensated photocopying by governmental agencies infringed the
copyright laws. The case was decided by the Court of Claims in early 1972
in favor of Williams & Wilkins. The National Library of Medicine soon
threatened not to renew their subscription to the JID (and other Williams &
Wilkins journals) when the Williams & Wilkins Company developed an
institutional subscription rate which included an implied license to
photocopy. If the National Library of Medicine successfully boycotted the
Journal, it might not have been listed in the Index Medicus, and we would
have lost our best material, since authors would be reluctant to publish in a
non-indexed journal. Remember, this all occurred while we were worrying
about how thin the Journal was even without this problem. Thankfully, a
face-saving compromise was reached. The libraries accepted the increase
in subscription rates, as long as there was no implication that this
represented a photocopying license arrangment, Williams & Wilkins raised
prices to libraries, the NLM continued to subscribe to the JID and,
obviously, I was very relieved.
We still had to ‘‘fatten up’’ the Journal somehow without
compromising its quality. Anytime I heard about an exciting paper, I
tried to recruit it for the Journal. In addition, we arranged to publish the
Symposium on the Biology of Skin as a regular feature of the July issues.
At that time, Bill Montagna was having a problem finding a publisher
who could produce the symposium material in a timely fashion, and we
had the ability to publish the Symposia nine or ten months following
each conference. I believe those ‘‘Montagna’’ issues were extremely
valuable to the readers of the JID when they appeared and, as I reviewed
them recently, it was apparent that they remain valuable repositories of
scientific data. Because of the increase in material submitted to the
Journal in recent years, the Symposia have moved from the JID— another
sign of the current good times for our Journal—but they were important
to us as long as we published them.
While I was spending lots of time and effort concerned with the
problem of attracting new material to the Journal, there were forces
active which I felt were moving in the opposite direction. These forces
related to changes which were occurring throughout dermatology in the
early and mid-1970 s. These were the years when the National Program
for Dermatology (NPD) was winding down, and the Academy was
growing from an organization run by a part-time Secretary/Treasurer to
one with a full-time director and a permanent office. One of the aims of
the Academy at that time was to communicate easily with its member-
ship, and the Academy leadership felt (correctly, from their perspective, I
suppose) that if they had their own journal, such communication would
be easier. I was concerned then, as I am now, that each new
dermatologic journal could have the potential of decreasing the quality
of material in currently available journals. Here I was facing the problem
of finding enough exciting papers for the JID, and they wanted to start
another journal. In a last ditch stand to eliminate the ‘‘communication
argument,’’ John Epstein, who was editing the Archives of Dermatology
at that time, and I agreed to publish every month up to four pages of what
was called the ‘‘AAD/NPD Report.’’ Actually, those reports made the JID
much more exciting for they brought to the scientific/academic
community news of what was happening in the rest of our specialty,
particularly in the areas of socioeconomic/political issues and Academy
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activities. The Reports had a very short life span, however, because there
were actually many issues other than communication, and the decision
was soon made to publish the Journal of the American Academy of
Dermatology. Fortunately, my dire predictions for the effects of this
decision on the JID and the JAAD proved to be incorrect, since both
journals are doing extremely well in 1989. It just proves that you can’t be
right all of the time.
In contrast, my predictions were correct when in December, 1973, I
began to communicate with the leaders of what was then a small, young
investigative group in Europe, the ESDR. After the first few years of their
existence, they also had to face the question of a journal. They basically
had two choices: begin a new publication or affiliate with a journal
already in existence, either in Europe or in the United States. The JID was
attracting a significant number of exciting papers from Europe, so the
members of the Editorial Board and I were very concerned that a new
European journal in the area of skin research could lead to the loss of
important contributions for us.
The discussions on both sides of the Atlantic were intense, focused and,
to me, extremely exciting. I met a wonderful group of first-rate dermatologic
scientists and by January, 1976, our efforts were successful. The JID appeared
for the first time that month carrying the logos of both the ESDR and the SID.
Since that time, the relationship between the two societies has grown even
stronger, and the Journal has thrived—not as two separate publications
under one cover, but as a truly integrated publication representing academic
investigative dermatology on both sides of the Atlantic.
As I have taken this ‘‘backward look,’’ the agreement between the
ESDR and the SID is what stands out as most important. It eclipses our
problems with the publisher, the difficult editorial decisions which had to
be made, the concerns about meeting deadlines, and even the major
worries about the thin issues of 1972. The only thing that matches the
SID/ESDR relationship in importance is the overall appreciation I now
have of those exciting, productive years between 1972 and 1977. They
were of central importance in my professional life, and I shall always
remain grateful for the opportunity which that committee gave to me.
Coming of Age
Ruth K. Freinkel, M.D. (1977–1982)
The entire Journal of Investigative Dermatology arrived at my office at
Northwestern Medical School on a hot day in June of 1977. It came in the
form of a large number of cardboard boxes containing all of its 68
unbound volumes, a filing cabinet filled with manuscripts, a thick folder
of reviewer names, and a pica ruler for measuring printed lines. My
tenure as Editor of The Journal of Investigative Dermatology had begun,
and my quiet, comfortable, academic life in a small department had
ended for the next five years.
Surveying the disorder, I had very mixed emotions—enthusiasm and
excitement for the task I had undertaken, confidence that I had the
support of a superb editorial board, trepidation about whether I was
really qualified for the job, and a sense of wonderment that all of these
boxes and filing drawers contained the Journal which had been such an
important part of my professional life for nearly 20 years.
I recalled the thrill of seeing my first dermatological paper appear in the
JID in 1960y the smug feeling of having ‘‘arrived’’ the first time Naomi
Kanof asked me to review an articley endless discussions with my friend
and mentor, Irvin Blank, about how we would do it bettery and much
later, my years on the editorial board with Irwin Freedberg during a time
when both the Journal and the scientific base of dermatology were growing
rapidly. And I wondered whether I really could do IT as well, let alone
better than my distinguished predecessors.
I did not know then that the next five years would be one long
deadline, with piles of manuscripts lurking accusingly in the filing
cabinet and on my kitchen table, with hundreds of phone calls from
anxious or angry authors (happy ones never called) or to laggard
reviewers. And I could only guess at the satisfaction of seeing each
pristine issue (sometimes tempered with irritation when it was late or
when it contained some gigantic booboo such as mislabeled figures).
I had not yet experienced the sinking feeling in my stomach when two
reviewers came to exactly opposite recommendations and the third sat
squarely on the fence. I had not yet experienced the excitement of
reading a brilliant paper that solved a major question. I had not yet felt
sad when I had to reject a bad paper from an aspiring young investigator
or happy when an author thanked me for helping to improve a mediocre
manuscript.
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